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Dimensions

All dimensions are in millimeters

1.0

WARNING!
Read the safety precautions in this section before
installing, powering, operating or servicing this
product
The following symbols are used to identify important safety information on the product and in this manual:

DANGER!
Safety hazard.
Risk of severe
injury or death.

DANGER!
Hazardous
voltage. Risk of
lethal or severe
electric shock.

WARNING!
Fire hazard.

WARNING!
LED light
emission. Risk of
eye injury.

WARNING!
Burn hazard. Hot
surface. Do not
touch.

WARNING!
Wear protective
eyewear.

WARNING!
Refer to user
manual.

Warning! Risk Group 3 (high risk) LED product according to EN 62471. Do not look into the beam at a distance
of less than 3 meters from the front surface of the product. Do not view the light output with optical instruments
or any device that may concentrate the beam.
This product is for professional use only. It is not for household use.
This product presents risks of severe injury or death due to fire and burn hazards, electric shock and falls.
Read this manual before installing, powering or servicing the fixture, follow the safety precautions listed below and
observe all warnings in this manual and printed on the fixture. If you have questions about how to operate the fixture
safely, please contact your supplier.
PROTECTION FROM ELECTRIC SHOCK
Disconnect the fixture from AC power before removing or installing any cover or part and when not in use.
l
l
Always ground (earth) the fixture electrically.
l
Use only a source of AC power that complies with local building and electrical codes and has both overload and

ground-fault (earth-fault) protection.
l
Before using the fixture, check that all power distribution equipment and cables are in perfect condition and rated for

the current requirements of all connected devices.
l
Power input and through out cables must be rated 20 A minimum, have three conductors 1.5 mm² (16 AWG)

minimum conductor size and an outer cable diameter of 5 - 15 mm . Cables must be hard usage type (SJT or
equivalent) and heat-resistant to 90° C minimum.
l
Use only PowerCON TRUE ® cable connectors to connect to power input sockets. Use only PowerCON TRUE ®

cable connectors to connect to power through put sockets.
l
Isolate the fixture from power immediately if the power plug or any seal, cover, cable, or other component is

damaged, defective, deformed, wet or showing signs of overheating. Do not reapply power until repairs have been
completed.

2.0

Do not expose the fixture to rain or moisture
l
Refer any service operation not described in this manual to a qualified technician.
l
Socket outlets used to supply fixture fixtures with power or external power switches must be located near the fixtures

and easily accessible so that the fixtures can easily be disconnected from power.

PROTECTION FROM BURNS AND FIRE
l
Do not operate the fixture if the ambient temperature (Ta) exceeds 40°C.
l
The exterior of the fixture becomes hot during use. Avoid contact by persons and materials.

Allow the fixture to cool for at least 10 minutes before handling.
l
Keep all combustible materials (e.g. fabric, wood, paper) at least 100 mm away from the head.
l
Keep flammable materials well away from the fixture.
l
Ensure that there is free and unobstructed airflow around the fixture.
l
Do not illuminate surfaces within 200 mm of the fixture.
l
Do not attempt to bypass thermostatic switches or fuses.
l
If you relay power from one fixture to another using power throughput sockets, do not connect more than ten fixture

fixtures in total to each other in an interconnected chain.
l
Connect only other fixture fixtures to fixture power throughput sockets. Do not connect any other type of device to

these sockets.
Do not connect any other type of device to these sockets.
l
l
Do not stick filters, masks or other materials onto any optical component.
l
Do not modify the fixture in any way not described in this manual
l
Do not use fixture on a dimmer

PROTECTION FROM INJURY
l
Do not look continuously at LEDs from a distance of less than 3 meters from the front surface of the fixture

without protective eyewear such as shade 4-5 welding goggles. At less than this distance, the LED emission
can cause eye injury or irritation. At distances of 3 meters and above, light output is harmless to the naked
eye provided that the eye’s natural aversion response is not overcome.
l
Do not look at LEDs with magnifiers, telescopes, binoculars or similar optical instruments that may

concentrate the light output.
l
Ensure that persons are not looking at the LEDs from within 3 meters when the product lights up suddenly.

This can happen when power is applied, when the product receives a DMX signal, or when SERVICE menu
items are selected.
l
Fasten the fixture securely to a fixed surface or structure when in use. The fixture is not portable when

installed.
l
Ensure that any supporting structure and/or hardware used can hold at least 10 times the weight of all the

devices they support.
l
Allow enough clearance around the head to ensure that it cannot collide with an object or another fixture

when it moves.
l
Check that all external covers and rigging hardware are securely fastened.
l
Block access below the work area and work from a stable platform whenever installing, servicing or moving

the fixture.
l
Do not operate the fixture with missing or damaged covers, shields or any optical component.
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fixture overview
5P DMX input
3P DMX input (optional)

5P DMX output
3P DMX input (optional)

AC mains power
input

AC mains power
throughput

LCD Display

Control buttons

Safety cable
attachment point

G Clamp with
Quicklock #875760
(optional)
Omega bracket with
Quicklock #520114
(optional)

4.0

Introduction
Outdoor RGBW LED Fixture
¢
UNIQUE BRACKET DESIGN
¢
TOURING PROOF
¢
SMOOTH RGBW COLOR MIXING
¢
IP65 RATING
¢
SILENT OPERATION
¢
SMOOTH PROJECTION
¢
POWERCON TRUE ® IN & OUT
¢
RDM READY

Using for the first time
Warning! Read “Safety Information” on page 2 before installing, powering, operating or servicing the fixture.
Before applying power to the fixture:
l
Check

that the local AC mains power source is within the fixture’s power voltage and frequency ranges.

cables and power plug” on page 7. Install a PowerCON TRUE ® power input connector on a suitable
power cable.

l
See “Power

AC power
Warning! Read “Safety Information” starting on page 2 before connecting the fixtures to AC mains power.
Warning! For protection from electric shock, the fixture must be grounded (earthed). The power
distributioncircuit must be equipped with a fuse or circuit breaker and ground-fault (earth-fault) protection.
Warning! Socket outlets or external power switches used to supply the fixture with power must be
locatednear the fixture and easily accessible so that the fixtures can easily be disconnected from power.
Important! Do not insert or remove live PowerCON TRUE ® connectors to apply or cut power, as this
may cause arcingat the terminals that will damage the connectors.
Important! Do not use an external dimming system to supply power to the fixture, as this may cause
damage to the fixture that is not covered by the product warranty.
The fixture can be hard-wired to a electrical installation if you want to install it permanently, or a power plug
that is suitable for the local power outlets can be installed on the power cable.

power voltage
Warning! Check that the voltage range specified on the fixtures serial number label matches the local
AC mains power voltage before applying power to the fixture.
The fixtures accepts AC mains power at 100-240 V nominal, 50/60 Hz. Do not apply AC mains power to the
fixture at any other voltage than specified.
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powercables
Power input and throughput cables must have a 20 A minimum rating, have three conductors with a minimum
conductor size of 1.5 mm² (16 AWG) and an outer cable diameter of 5 - 15 mm. Cables must have a hard
usage type jacket (SJT or equivalent) and be heat- resistant to a 90°C minimum. In the EU, the cable must be HAR
approved or equivalent.
If you install a power plug on the power cable, install a grounding-type (earthed) plug that has 20 A minimum rating.
Follow the plug manufacturer’s instructions. Table 1 shows the standard wire color-coding schemes and some
possible pin identification schemes; if the pins are not clearly identified, or if you have any doubts
Wire Color (EU models)

Wire Color (US models)

Conductor

Symbol

Screw (US)

Brown

Black

Live

L

Yellow or Brass

Blue

White

Neutral

N

Silver

Yellow/Green

Green

Ground (earth)

or

Green

Wire color-coding and power connections

Relaying power to other devices
Warning! Do not connect more than ten fixtures in total to an AC mains power, in one interconnected chain.
Power can be relayed to another device via the light-grey PowerCON TRUE ® throughput socket.
If you daisy chain the fixtures so that they all draw from the AC mains power via the first fixture, certain points
must be respected:
• A heavy duty, three-conductor, 16 AWG or 1.5 mm2 cable with SJT or equivalent cable jacket must be used
to connect the first fixture to AC mains power.
• PowerCON TRUE ®connectors must be used to draw the AC mains power from the fixtures power throughput sockets
and yellow PowerCON TRUE ® connectors must be used to supply power at the fixture’s power input sockets.
• No matter what the AC mains power voltage is, do not connect more than ten fixture fixtures in total (i.e. including
the first fixture) to the AC mains power in one interconnected daisy chain using power input and through out
connectors.

DATA LINK
A DMX 512 data link is required in order to control a fixture via DMX. The fixture has 5-pin XLR connectors for
DMX data input and output. The pin-out on all connectors is pin 1 = shield, pin 2 = cold (-), and pin 3 = hot (+)
Pins 4 and 5 in the 5-pin XLR connectors are not used.

tips for reliable data transmission
To connect the fixture to data:
1. Connect the DMX data output from the controller to the closest fixture’s male 5-pin XLR DMX input connector.
2. Connect the DMX output of the fixture closest to the controller to the DMX input of the next fixture and continue
connecting fixtures, output to input.
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Physical installation
Warning! The fixture must either be fastened to a flat surface such as a stage or wall, or clamped to a truss or similar
structure in any orientation using a rigging clamp.
Warning! The fixture can cause injury or damage it if falls, attach an approved safety cable to one of the safety cable
attachment points on the base (see “Fixture overview” on page 6).
Ensure that all illuminated surfaces are at a minimum distance of 200 mm. from the fixture. All combustible materials
(wood, fabric, paper, etc.) must be at a minimum distance of 100 mm. from the head. Additionally, make sure there is
free airflow around the fixture and that there are no flammable materials nearby.

Fastening the fixture to a flat surface
The fixture can be fastened to a fixed flat surface that is oriented at any angle. Check that the surface can
support at least 10 times the weight of all fixtures and equipment to be installed on it.
Warning! The supporting surface must be hard and flat or air vents in the base may be blocked, which will cause
overheating. Fasten the fixture securely. Do not stand it on a surface or leave it where it can move or fall over. Attach
a securely anchored safety cable to the safety cable attachment point (see “Fixture overview” on page 4) if the fixture
is to be installed in any location where it may fall and cause injury or damage if the primary attachment fails.

1. Block access under the work area. Working from a stable platform, hang the fixture on the truss with the arrow
on the base facing towards the illuminated area. Tighten the rigging clamp.
2. In case of clamp failure, avoid injury or damage with a secondary attachment such as an approved safety cable
that is rated for the weight of the fixture. Connect the safety cable using one of the attachment points at the edges
of the base (see “Fixture overview” on page 4). Do not use any other part of the fixture as a safety cable
attachment point.
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SETUP
Warning! Read “Safety Information” on page 2 before installing, powering, operating the fixture.

Control panel and menu navigation
The onboard control panel and backlit graphic display are used to set the fixture’s DMX address, configure
individual fixture settings (personality), read out data and execute service utilities. See “Onboard control
menus” on page 14 for a complete list of menus and commands.
Using the control buttons
• To enter the menu select [MODE].
• Press [UP] and [DOWN] to scroll within a menu or adjust values.
• To enter a menu, select a function or apply a selection, press [ENTER].
• To escape a function or move back one level in the menu structure, press [MODE].
• Holding down the "UP" and "DOWN" button for more than 3 seconds, the MENU display rotated 180°.

DMX address setting
The DMX address, also known as the start channel, is the first channel used to receive instructions from the controller.
For independent control, each fixture must be assigned its own control channels.
The DMX address is configured using the DMX ADDRESS menu in the control panel. When setting the DMX address,
press [ENTER] before you can change the address.
• In order to check if there is a DMX signal present on the fixture you can easy see that via the big ‚DOT’ on the
main screen and also when the backlight function is switched to off.
• The fixture is fully RDM ready. So when you are using a RDM ready console you can address the unit and
read out its complete status. For RDM functions please refer to the ANSI/ESTA E1.20-2006 standard

Control mode
DMX control mode is selected in the CONTROL MODE menu. The fixture has 6 DMX control modes:
6ch

4ch

7ch

11ch

Dimmer
RGBW
Strobe
CCT
Macro color
Effect
Dimmer /Effect speed
Function set
HSV

HSI

Hue
Saturation
Value
Intensity
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Static Color options
There are three options for static color:

FIXED Color
Several options from combinated RGBW values. Use Up and Down to scroll through the options.
R = Red

RB = Red & Blue

BW = Red & White

G = Green

GB = Green & Blue

RGW = Red, Green & White

B = Blue

RGB = Red, Green & Blue

RBW = Red, Blue & White

W = White

RW = Red & White

GBW = Green, Blue & White

RG = Red & Green

GW = Green & White

RGBW = Red, Green, Blue & White

White Presets
Easy color choice between 2000K (warm white) to 8000K (cold white)
2000K = 255 Red

135 Green

0 Blue

35 White

3000K = 255 Red

165 Green

0 Blue

135 White

4000K = 255 Red

180 Green

28 Blue

220 White

5000K = 255 Red

200 Green

80 Blue

255 White

6000K = 255 Red

220 Green

120 Blue

255 White

7000K = 255 Red

230 Green

145 Blue

255 White

8000K = 255 Red

235 Green

165 Blue

255 White

Manual Color
Mix your own color with each RGBW value seperately.
Red

<000-255>

Dimmer Red

Green

<000-255>

Dimmer Green

Blue

<000-255>

Dimmer Blue

White

<000-255>

Dimmer White
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Auto show
The auto function gives 10 auto programs and 10 custom programs RGBW color combinations which are working
without any DMX console. Hit [ENTER] to adjust the speed of the Auto program from 1-20.
1) Auto 1

Auto program 1

11) Program 1

pre-program 1

2) Auto 2

Auto program 2

12) Program 2

pre-program 2

3) Auto 3

Auto program 3

13) Program 3

pre-program 3

4) Auto 4

Auto program 4

14) Program 4

pre-program 4

5) Auto 5

Auto program 5

15) Program 5

pre-program 5

6) Auto 6

Auto program 6

16) Program 6

pre-program 6

7) Auto 7

Auto program 7

17) Program 7

pre-program 7

8) Auto 8

Auto program 8

18) Program 8

pre-program 8

9) Auto 9

Auto program 9

19) Program 9

pre-program 9

10) Auto 10

(AUTO program 1-10 cycle)

20) Program 10

pre-program 10

Master/Slave
You can choose between master or slave functioning. The selected mode is visible in the homescreen. If no DMX
signal is available the fixture will automatically go to slave mode.
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personality
Here you can set all functions for the fixture.

Dimmer Speed

Normal (normal dimming speed )
Smooth (slowest dimming speed)

KEY-Lock
Calibration

Locks all the button functions. Standard unlocking password is
(MODE+UP+MODE+DOWN+MODE+UP+MODE+DOWN+ENTER)
MANUAL calibration mode ON/OFF
Controls the Flicker frequency of the fixture
600

Refresh rate

1200
2400
4800

LCD brightness

Set the LCD display brightness (1-10)

Information
Software type

Shows software version (Vx.x)

Usage time

Use of time and use time reset (password)

Temperature

LED board current temperature

UID

Shows the unique ID for the RDM protocoll. <0x02E20002xxxx>

Factory reset
Resets the fixture to its factory default settings.
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dmx protocols
HSV

Function

Value

Setting

1

Hue

000 - 255

0 - 100%

2

Saturation

000 - 255

0 - 100%

3

Value

000 - 255

0 - 100%

Remark

Note: In HSV mode, Hue stands for the visible light, such as red, yellow, and cyan, etc. Saturation refers to the dominance
of hue in the color; when saturation is at 100%, then the color is at its purest. Value is the color's brightness; when
value is at 100%, then the color is at its brightest.

HSI

Function

Value

Setting

1

Hue

000 - 255

0 - 100%

2

Saturation

000 - 255

0 - 100%

3

Intensity

000 - 255

0 - 100%

4 CH

Function

Value

Setting

1

Red

000 - 255

0 - 100%

2

Green

000 - 255

0 - 100%

3

Blue

000 - 255

0 - 100%

4

White

000 - 255

0 - 100%

6 CH

Function

Value

Setting

1

Dimmer

000 - 255

0 - 100%

2

Red

000 - 255

0 - 100%

3

Green

000 - 255

0 - 100%

4

Blue

000 - 255

0 - 100%

5

White

000 - 255

0 - 100%

Shutter

000 - 024
025 - 064
065 - 069
070 - 084
085 - 089
090 - 104
105 - 109
110 - 124
125 - 129
130 - 144
145 - 149
150 - 164
165 - 169
170 - 184
185 - 189
190 - 204
205 - 209
210 - 224
225 - 229
230 - 244
245 - 255

Shutter open
Strobe 1 (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 2: opening pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 3: closing pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 4: random strobe (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 5: random opening pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 6:random closing pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 7: burst pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 8: random burst pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 9:sine wave (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 10: burst (fast → slow)
Shutter open

6

Remark

Remark

Remark
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dmx protocols
7 CH

Function

Value

Setting

1

Dimmer

000 - 255

0 - 100%

2

Red

000 - 255

0 - 100%

3

Green

000 - 255

0 - 100%

4

Blue

000 - 255

0 - 100%

5

White

000 - 255

0 - 100%

Shutter

000 - 024
025 - 064
065 - 069
070 - 084
085 - 089
090 - 104
105 - 109
110 - 124
125 - 129
130 - 144
145 - 149
150 - 164
165 - 169
170 - 184
185 - 189
190 - 204
205 - 209
210 - 224
225 - 229
230 - 244
245 - 255

Shutter open
Strobe 1 (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 2: opening pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 3: closing pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 4: random strobe (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 5: random opening pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 6:random closing pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 7: burst pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 8: random burst pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 9:sine wave (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 10: burst (fast → slow)
Shutter open

CCT

000 - 009
010 - 255

No function
8000K - 2000K

6

7

Remark
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11 CH

Function

Value

Setting

1

Dimmer

000 - 255

0 - 100%

2

Red

000 - 255

0 - 100%

3

Green

000 - 255

0 - 100%

4

Blue

000 - 255

0 - 100%

5

White

000 - 255

0 - 100%

Shutter

000 - 024
025 - 064
065 - 069
070 - 084
085 - 089
090 - 104
105 - 109
110 - 124
125 - 129
130 - 144
145 - 149
150 - 164
165 - 169
170 - 184
185 - 189
190 - 204
205 - 209
210 - 224
225 - 229
230 - 244
245 - 255

Shutter open
Strobe 1 (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 2: opening pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 3: closing pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 4: random strobe (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 5: random opening pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 6:random closing pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 7: burst pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 8: random burst pulse (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 9:sine wave (fast → slow)
Shutter open
Strobe 10: burst (fast → slow)
Shutter open

CCT

000 - 009
010 - 255

No function
8000K - 2000K

Color wheel

000 - 004
005 - 255

No Function
Color wheel rotation effect

9

Auto program

000 - 009
010 - 019
020 - 029
......
100 - 109
110 - 119
120 - 129
…
200 - 255

No function
Auto program 1
Auto program 2
......
Auto program 10 ( AUTO 1-10 cycle)
Custom program 1
Custom program 2
......
Custom program 10

10

Speed

000
1 - 255

No function
AUTO Speed or Dimmer Speed

Fixture
control
settings

000 - 094
095 - 099
100 - 104
105 - 109
110 - 114
115 - 119
120 - 124
125 - 129
130 - 134
135 - 139
140 - 144
145 - 149
150 - 249
250 - 255

No function
Manual calibration output mode 1
Raw color output mode 1
No function
Normal dimming, speed of changes unrestricted 1
No function
Smooth dimming, speed of changes restricted slightly 1
No function
600 Hz Refresh rate 1
1200Hz Refresh rate 1
2400Hz Refresh rate 1
4800Hz Refresh rate 1
No Function
illuminate display

6

7
8

11

Remark

1 , value must be held for
3 seconds to activate.
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Onboard control menus
NO.

Main Menu

Menu level 2

1

DMX ADDRESS

<001>

2

Menu level 3

Remark
Default

001

4CH

1. Red, 2.Green, 3.Blue, 4.White

6CH

1. Dimmer, 2.Red, 3.Green, 4.Blue, 5.White, 6.Strobe

7CH

1. Dimmer, 2.Red, 3.Green, 4.Blue, 5.White,
6.Strobe, 7.CCT

11CH

1. Dimmer , 2.Red , 3.Green , 4.Blue , 5.White
6.Strobe , 7.CCT , 8.Macro color , 9.Effect ,
10.Speed , 11.Function set

HSV

1. Hue 2.Saturation 3.Value

HSI

1. Hue 2.Saturation 3.Intensity

Dimmer Speed

Normal
Smooth

Default : Normal

Key-Lock

ON/OFF

Default : OFF

CONTROL MODE

Default : 11CH

No Calibration
3

PERSONALITY

Calibration

Refresh rate

Red
Green
Blue

Manual

(0-255)
(0-255)
(0-255)

600/1200/2400/4800

Default : NO CALIBRATION

Default : 600

LCD brightness Level(1 - 10)

4

5

6

7

8

STATIC COLOR

AUTO

EDITOR

RW
RBW
GW
GBW
BW
RGBW
RGW

R
G
B
W

White presets

2000K/3000K/4000K/5000K/6000K/7000K/8000

Manual color

Red
Green
Blue
White

AUTO (1 - 10)

Speed 0 - 20

(0-255)
(0-255)
(0-255)
(0-255)

Programe
(01 - 10)

Default : RGBW

Default : 6000K
Default : Red:255 , Green:255
Blue:255 , White:255

Default : AUTO 1

Programe (1-10)
Red
Green

(0-255)
(0-255)

Scene

Blue

(0-255)

(01 - 30)

White

(0-255)

Strobe

(0-20)

Time
Fade

(0-255)
(0-255)

Software type

V X . XX

Usage time

TOTAL Xxxx hours
RESET

Temperature

XXX℃

UID

0x02E2000xxxxx

INFO

FACTORY RESET

RG
RB
GB
RGB

Fixed color

Programe 10 has 90 Scenes

Use time reset (password)

LOAD
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Specifications
Physical
Length

259mm

Width

179mm

Height

290mm

Weight

3.8 kg without accessories

Dynamic Efects
beam angle

15°

Optics
Light source

14 pcs high-power LED(RGBW)

Control and Programming
Control

DMX

DMX channels

4 / 6 / 7 / 11 / HSV / HSI

Setting and addressing

Control panel with backlit LCD graphic display

Protocol

RDM, USITT DMX512-A

Control and Programming
Color

Black

Housing

High strength die-casting aluminum

Protection rating

IP 65 (if rubber covers are placed correctly when connectors are not used)

Installation
Orientation

Any

Minimum distance to combustible materials

100 mm. from fixture

Minimum distance to illuminated surfaces

200 mm. from fixture

Connections
AC power input

PowerCON TRUE ® input socket

AC power throughput

PowerCON TRUE ® output socket

DMX data in/out

5 pin locking XLR (3 pin optional)

Electrical
AC power

100-240 V nominal, 50/60 Hz

Maximum total power consumption

105 W

Power supply unit

Auto-ranging electronic switch mode

Power consumption, all efects static, zero light output

<15 W

Power consumption
120 V, 60 Hz

104 W, PF * 0.994

240 V, 50 Hz

102 W, PF * 0.943

* PF = power factor. Measurements made at nominal voltage with all LEDs at full intensity. Allow for a deviation of +/- 10%.
Cooling

Passive

Maximum ambient temperature (Ta max.)

40° C

Minimum ambient temperature (Ta min.)

5° C

Total heat dissipation (calculated, +/- 10%)

820 BTU/hr.
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Limited Warranty
Nuri*Lites LED fixtures (the Product) are warranted by TMB against defective materials or workmanship for a period of
one (1) year from the date of original sale by TMB.
TMB’s warranty shall be restricted to the repair or replacement of any part that proves to be defective and for which a
claim is submitted to TMB before the expiration of the applicable warranty periods.
This Limited Warranty is void if the defects of the Product are the result of:
•
Opening the casing, repair, or adjustment by anyone other than TMB or persons specifically authorized by TMB
•
Accident, physical abuse, mishandling, or misapplication of the product.
•
Damage due to lightning, earthquake, flood, terrorism, war, or act of God.
TMB will not assume responsibility for any labor expended, or materials used, to replace and/or repair the Product without
TMB’s prior written authorization. Any repair of the Product in the field, and any associated labor charges, must be
authorized in advance by TMB. Freight costs on warranty repairs are split 50/50: Customer pays to ship defective product
to TMB; TMB pays to ship repaired product, ground freight, back to Customer.
This warranty DOES NOT cover consequential damages or costs of any kind.
A Return Merchandise Authorization (RMA) Number must be obtained from TMB prior to return of any defective
merchandise for warranty or non-warranty repair. For all repairs please contact TMB Tech Support Repair using the
contact information below or email TechSupportRepairNA@tmb.com.
US
527 Park Ave., San Fernando, CA 91340
Tel: +1 818.899.8818
Fax: +1 818.899.8813
tmb-info@tmb.com
www.tmb.com

UK
21 Armstrong Way, Southall, UB2 4SD England
Tel. +44 (0)20.8574.9700
Fax +44 (0)20.8574.9701
tmb-info@tmb.com
www.tmb.com

Return Procedure
Returned merchandise must be sent prepaid and in the original packing, call tags will not be issued. Package must be
clearly labeled with a Return Merchandise Authorization Number (RMA #). Products returned without an RMA # will be
refused. Please contact TMB and request RMA # prior to shipping the fixture. Be prepared to provide the model number,
serial number and a brief description of the cause for the return. Be sure to properly pack fixture, any shipping damage
resulting from inadequate packaging is the customer’s responsibility. TMB reserves the right to use its own discretion to
repair or replace product(s). As a suggestion, proper UPS packing or double-boxing is always a safe method to use.
Note: If you are given an RMA #, please include the following information on a piece of paper inside the box:
1) Your name
2) Your address
3) Your phone number
4) The RMA #
5) A brief description of the symptoms

TMB 24/7 Technical Support
US/Canada: +1 818.794.1286
Toll Free: 1 877.862.3833 (877.TMB.DUDE)
UK: +44 (0)20.8574.9739
Toll Free: 0800.652.5418
e-mail: techsupport@tmb.com
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